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The influence of corporate governance on the success or failure of an enterprise has been demon-

strated through events over the past few years both within and without the chemical and petroleum

industries. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), an intergovern-

mental organisation covering thirty four industrialised countries across the globe, has developed

guidance jointly with industry which identifies the essential elements of good corporate governance

for process safety. This paper discusses the needs for the document, presents the contents of the

guidance and explores the future developments which are needed to embed this work within the

operation of chemical and petroleum enterprises. Although the guidance is primarily targeted at

the chemical and petroleum industries, this approach will be of benefit to any facility which

relies upon process safety for the prevention of accidents and continued safe operation.

The development of the document has been possible through technical support from the Inter-

national Council of Chemical Associations (ICCA), the European Process Safety Centre (EPSC),

the Center for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS), the UK Petroleum Industry Association

(UKPIA) and others. The publication is compatible with the OECD Guiding Principles for Chemi-

cal Accident Prevention, Preparedness and Response and with the OECD Guidance on Developing

Safety Performance Indicators. It was launched at a conference on Corporate Governance for

Process Safety held in June 2012 in Paris.
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INTRODUCTION
There have been a number of major accidents and serious
process safety incidents over the past years for which
the official investigation reports have partially attributed
the causes to failures in management practices up to the
highest levels of the corporate structure [CSB 2007; Bunce-
field MIIB 2008; National Commission on the BP Deep-
water Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling 2011].
These occurrences are of particular concern as they follow
close on the collapse in the financial sector, which too
was in part brought about through poor corporate govern-
ance. There is now a growing recognition amongst senior
leaders of how board room decisions have a major impact
upon process safety outcomes and sustainable business
success.

In the UK the Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
together with the Environment Agency (EA), UK PIA,
CIA, and other industry associations established the UK
Process Safety Leadership Group in 2007 [HSE 2007] fol-
lowing on from the work of the Buncefield Standards
Task Group set up in 2006 in the aftermath of the Buncefield
fire and explosion.

In October 2007 the HSE published, jointly with the
Institute of Directors, guidance for directors, governors,
trustees, officers and their equivalents in the private,
public and third sectors with regard to effective leadership
of health and safety [IoD and HSE 2007]. Thus, within
the UK a clear sense that commitment at the highest level

of the organisation is essential for the successful operation
of major hazard facilities has been established.

The subject of corporate leadership was introduced
into the 2009–2012 work programme of the OECD
Working Group on Chemical Accidents (WGCA), and at
the end of 2010 a Steering Group was established to
address the issue. This Steering Group was made up of repre-
sentatives from government agencies, chemical and pet-
roleum industries and industry associations, with a vision
of developing a guidance document for corporate leaders
which would complement the existing OECD publications
in the field of chemical accident prevention, preparedness
and response, namely the Guiding Principles [OECD 2003]
and the Guidance on Safety Performance Indicators
[OECD 200)]. The importance of the role of corporate
leaders is recognised and described within the Guiding Prin-
ciples, however this document is addressed to the whole
range of stakeholders and not corporate leaders specifically.

The Steering Group was aware that there are already a
number of documents published in a range of subject areas
targeted towards a similar readership [CIMA 2010; Energy
Institute 2010; FRC 2011]. These documents provided a
useful insight into communication with the directors and
board level decision makers of industrial enterprises and
to some extent provided a working model for the new gui-
dance on Corporate Governance for Process Safety. This
guidance was launched at a conference at the OECD head-
quarters in Paris in June 2012.
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THE GUIDANCE
The guidance, published in June 2012, has three main sec-
tions: the business case for effective process safety manage-
ment, the essential elements of corporate governance for
process safety, and a self-assessment section for senior
leaders [OECD 2012].

BUSINESS CASE FOR EFFECTIVE PROCESS SAFETY

MANAGEMENT
High hazard industries have the potential for catastrophic
incidents involving large-scale loss of life, harm to health
and environmental damage. Putting measures in place to
prevent these incidents is not only an essential part of cor-
porate social responsibility, but is also fundamental to the
effective running of the business.

The business case for effective process safety man-
agement demonstrates to senior management how support
for the prevention and preparedness for chemical accidents
makes good business sense for a sustainable future, and is
centred around a number of key topics. Firstly, the potential
costs of the impact of a major accident are significant. The
costs for the fire and explosions at the Buncefield fuel
storage depot in the UK in December 2005 have totalled
in excess of 1.25 billion Euros. The necessary investment
to have avoided this accident would have been a small frac-
tion of the consequences.

Not only is the direct financial impact of a major acci-
dent potentially very large, the loss of reputation and the
political impact can also be extremely damaging. The
ability to invest in new projects or technologies relies on
the support of shareholders and also on the agreement of
government authorities and other stakeholders. Negative
headlines in national and international media can lead to a
loss of trust amongst decision makers and lead to projects
being delayed or abandoned. Whole industry sectors can
even find themselves subject to much stricter regulation fol-
lowing an incident by a single organisation.

Therefore there is a clear need for leaders to under-
stand the risks posed by their organisation’s activities, and
to balance major accident risks alongside other business
threats. Despite being infrequent, the potential conse-
quences are so high that leaders must recognise:

. major accidents as credible business risks;

. the integrated nature of many major hazard businesses –
including the potential for supply chain disruption;

. management of process safety risks should have equal
focus with other business processes including financial
governance, markets, and investment decisions, etc.

There are however a number of commercial reasons
why good process safety management makes good business
sense, and is not just about avoiding potential negative
effects. Some of the benefits of well managed assets and
processes include:

. less downtime, and higher plant availability;

. maintenance budgets that are easier to forecast;

. plants and equipment which have longer life spans;

. improved efficiency and flexibility;

. enhanced employee, stakeholder and regulator relation-
ships, and

. access to capital and insurance at more attractive rates.

These factors allow production scheduling to run
more smoothly and help create a better, more productive
business, with a less stressful working environment for man-
agers and employees alike.

The lessons from past incidents demonstrate that
strong process safety leadership is vital in preventing cata-
strophe, and it is essential that these lessons are learned
and adopted across all sectors to prevent the same failings
leading to more accidents in the future.

THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF CORPORATE

GOVERNANCE FOR PROCESS SAFETY
Within the OECD guidance the essential elements of cor-
porate governance for process safety are divided into five
categories, which are depicted in the following graphic as
a cyclic process of risk awareness, information, competence
and action around the central focus of leadership and culture
(see Fig. 1).

Leadership from the very top defines the safety
culture for that organisation. Whilst specific roles and
duties may be delegated to individuals and functional
units, the overall responsibility and accountability remains
with the senior leaders.

Leadership and culture: CEO and leaders create an open
environment where they:

. Keep process safety on their agenda, prioritise it
strongly and remain mindful of what can go wrong.

Figure 1. Essential elements of corporate governance for

process safety
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. Encourage people to raise process safety concerns, or
bad news to be addressed.

. Take every opportunity to be role models, promoting
and discussing process safety.

. Delegate appropriate process safety duties to competent
personnel whilst maintaining overall responsibility and
accountability.

. Are visibly present in their businesses and at their sites,
asking appropriate questions and constantly challenging
the organisation to find areas of weakness and opportu-
nities for continuous improvement.

. Promote a “safety culture” that is known and accepted
throughout the enterprise.

Risk awareness: CEO and leaders broadly understand the
vulnerabilities and risks and they:

. Know the importance of process safety throughout the
life cycle – whether it is the design, operation, and
maintenance phases of their manufacturing facilities,
or storage, logistics and decommissioning at those
locations.

. Understand the critical and different layers of protection
that are in place between a hazard and an accident and
seek to strengthen those layers continually.

. Ensure appropriate and consistent management systems
for analysing, prioritising and managing the risk, includ-
ing strong management of change processes for people,
technology and facilities.

. Personally involve themselves in risk assessing pro-
posed budget reductions for process safety impacts
and provide incentive schemes which don’t encourage
production at the expense of process safety risk.

. Take responsibility for emergency planning for the
range of consequences from a process safety incident
including the credible worst case scenario.

. Know the hazards and risks at installations where there
are hazardous substances.

Information: CEO and leaders ensure data drives process
safety programmes, and they:

. Ensure that the organisation analyses audit and assess-
ment results.

. Monitor site and corporate level process safety key per-
formance indicators and near misses.

. Have metrics which help to monitor the health of the
process safety culture and management systems.

. Actively share experiences and learning within their
own organisation and within other high hazard sectors
and ensure appropriate, high quality follow up.

. Establish safety management systems and monitor/
review their implementation. Seek continuous improve-
ment.

Competence: CEO and leaders assure their organisation’s
competence to manage the hazards of its operations, they:

. Understand which questions to ask their people and
know which follow up actions are necessary.

. Ensure there are competent management, engineering,
and operational personnel at all levels.

. Ensure continual development of process safety exper-
tise and learning from new regulation and guidance.

. Provide resource and time for expertise-based hazard
and risk analyses, effective training and comprehensive
scenario planning for potential accidents.

. Defer to the expertise of personnel, and do not dismiss
expert opinions. They provide a process or system to
ensure company leaders get expert process safety input
as a critical part of the decision making process for com-
mercial projects or activities.

. Ensure that the organisation monitors and reviews the
process safety competency of contractors and third
parties.

. Are capable of openly communicating critical aspects
of process safety with all internal and external audi-
ences.

Action: CEO and leaders engage in articulating and driving
active monitoring and plans, they:

. Assure practices are consistent with corporate process
safety policies.

. Safety measures should be incorporated at the earliest
conceptual and engineering design stages of an installa-
tion to enhance the intrinsic (inherent) safety of the
installation wherever practicable5.

. Incorporate process safety considerations into major
capital investments, long range planning and integration
of mergers or acquisitions.

. Ensure process safety risk mitigation plans and emer-
gency response plans are developed and maintained
for all sites within their business and at an organis-
ation-wide level, with appropriate levels of competent
resources available to execute the plans.

. Ensure implementation of process safety risk mitigation
plans and reviews of progress versus the plans at site and
corporate level.

. Monitor that corrective actions are applied and closed
out promptly following audits and after thorough root
cause investigations of all incidents or potentially high
consequence near misses.

The concise list of essential elements was developed
in conjunction with senior industry representatives and pre-
sented at a meeting of presidents and CEO’s at the World
Economic Forum in Davos in January 2012. A number of
senior leaders from throughout the chemical and petroleum
industries have given their personal support and endorsed
the contents of this guidance.

SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS FOR SENIOR

LEADERS
The third section of the OECD guidance encompasses a
self-assessment questionnaire for senior leaders. In total
there are 39 questions covering the five categories of the
essential elements of corporate governance. The questions
were developed by a group of experts comprising senior
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leaders from high hazard industries, representatives of
industry associations and government agencies. Each ques-
tion is intended to be answered using a “traffic light” scoring
system:

1 ¼ Yes (green), and I can easily demonstrate this;
2 ¼ Uncertain (orange), I would need to find out, or this is

already work in progress;
3 ¼ No (red), I think there is a gap.

The idea behind the self-assessment is that senior
leaders should be in a position to recognise whether their
own activities and the corporate governance of the
company for which they work address the potential for
major accidents appropriately, or whether gaps may exist.
The simple, structured approach allows the assessment to
be carried out with minimal time and finance commitments.
This should counter the perennial excuse that senior leaders
have insufficient time to concern themselves with extensive,
complex documents. It should be clearly recognised that this
is not a check-list for success in which 100% “green lights”
guarantees safe operation. The self-assessment has been
recognised by those who have applied it, that it is challen-
ging. The fact that knowing that the systems are in place
is not sufficient, and that the ability to demonstrate this is
the requirement for success drives a continual reappraisal
process. A number of high hazard industry operators have
pledged to introduce this assessment to their CEO’s and
senior leaders over the coming months.

THE FUTURE
Unless senior leaders of high hazard industries take note of
the need for maintaining vigilance with regard to process
safety in their operations, then high consequence accidents
are to be expected. This OECD document provides an
opportunity for senior leaders to take a step towards main-
taining this vigilance. Corporations, industry associations,
government authorities and other stakeholders such as
shareholders, trade unions, and non-governmental organis-
ations can assist in promoting this document within the
high hazard industries.

Of significant importance would be the integration of
the essential elements into the Responsible Care w Global
Charter [ICCA 2006] of the International Council of Chemi-
cal Associations (ICCA) as well as their adoption by leading
petroleum industry organisations, e.g. API, Concawe or
Europia, and their member companies and corporations.

The guidance allows members of trade organisations
to benchmark themselves within their sector, or even against
other sectors to see where their vulnerabilities lie, and to
share learning on how to improve their safety performance.

It is recognised that this OECD guidance does not
provide a template for all corporate governance issues
related to the operation of a high hazard industry. It
should however trigger key questions amongst senior
leaders to address and follow-up those aspects of their man-
agement role which require attention and so increase the

resilience of the industry’s operation within the field of
chemical accident prevention and preparedness.

Initially the guidance has been produced in English
and French, the two official working languages of the
OECD. However interest has already been indicated in
translating the guidance document into other languages,
thus increasing the ease of access to its content.
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